
Agreement on IPTV broadcasting rights
between

____________________________ _______________________________
Label-, Bandname E-Mail
____________________________ _______________________________
Responsible contact  Mobile
____________________________ _______________________________
Street Phone
____________________________ _______________________________
City and country Fax

hereinafter "Rights owner" 

and

Label TV weboffice@labeltv.com
Pascal Gasser Mobil: +41 79 325 57 41
Burgstrasse 132
CH-8408 Winterthur Fax: +41 52 566 11 06

hereinafter "LabelTV"

Preface:
Rights Owner is owner of all exploitation rights regarding the contractual audio-visual recordings
(hereinafter called “video clips”). LabelTV is an interactive IP-TV network, that use the Internet for 
tv and media transmissions. With this agreement LabelTV and the rights owner signed for the non-
exclusive broadcasting rights of the contractual videos under the terms and conditions agreed 
hereunder. The parties agreed in following:

§ 1 Rights owner grants LabelTV the non-exclusive right to broadcast the contractual video
clips worldwide on Internet-TV (broadcasting through the internet) for the contractual purposes
(broadcasting rights). LabelTV is explicitly entitled to use or let use any known and available
technologies. LabelTV broadcast the video clips as streams in the playlists of the channels. The 
videos will be posted on related websites of the LabelTV network. The download of music videos 
by the user or viewer can be protected by passwords. In addition, the videos are not explicitly 
offered for download. Label TV acting as tv channel and service provider of the producer and offers 
as many options as possible to use the content on every available device. Furthermore LabelTV is 
entitled to store the backup and archive music videos on their own media. The video clips will not 
be disclosed to third parties and not offered for sale. An obligation to release does not exist, just as 
no right to a certain number of broadcasts. LabelTV is responsible for the selection of available 
video clips. For the broadcast under this arrangement, the rights holder receives no separate 
payment. However, Label TV is willing to offer compensation in the form of ads (the current offers 
are published on the website).

§ 2 The music on this video is copyright protected: (please mark)

No___  Yes___  Copyright-No:_______________  Registrar: SUISA, GEMA, BMI, _______

Label TV pay royalities to SUISA.

§ 3 Video formats and video list:
AVI, MOV, MPEG 2, MPEG 4, MP4, M2V, VOB (DVD)
Please send uncompressed data, full size and quality (TV, HD, Full-HHD). Basically, the videos will 
be shown in full length. If the duration of a video is more than 4:15 minutes, LabelTV is authorized 
to shorten the clip in its sole discretion. 



List of submitted videos*

     Artist Title Video-Producer Filename
1. ______________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________________________
5. ______________________________________________________________
(* if you send your own list, please don't forget to sign and add it to this agreement!)

§ 4 The rights under this agreement will be transferred for a period of 2 years upon signature of 
this agreement and delivery of the contractual video clips. If not cancelled by the rights owner, in 
written form latest 2 months before end, the contract will be renewed for another year.

§ 5 Rights Owner confirms that he is entitled to sign this agreement. Rights Owner especially
guarantees towards LabelTV that he is in possession of all necessary rights regarding all 
participants and other rights owners in the contractual video clips, especially regarding artists, 
producers, directors, camera-men etc. Rights holder holds LabelTV free from all claims of third 
parties, including emerging legal fees.

§ 6 The agreement is subject to the law of Switzerland. Place of jurisdiction for all claims arising 
out of this agreement is Winterthur, Zurich (Switzerland). No change or amendment of this 
Agreement shall be binding unless confirmed by both parties in written form. If a part of this 
Agreement becomes invalid, the remaining agreement remain unaffected thereby. The invalid part 
shall be replaced by clauses of the law of Switzerland.

________________, __ . __ . 20__ Winterthur, __ . __ . 20__
Place, Date

________________________ __________________
Rights Owner Label TV, Pascal Gasser

General information on submissions
Data will be processed in the above formats, with the completed and signed form only. LabelTV 
reserves the right to refuse the transmission of video clips without stating any reasons.

Note: Images of artists with current information increase the chance 
to be a part of articles and presentations in shows.

----------------------------------------
Kontaktinformationen:
LabelTV.com
Burgstrasse 132
CH-8408 Winterthur

Fax:    +41 52 566 11 06
Email: weboffice@labeltv.com
----------------------------------------


